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Abstract

In this paper we describe a set of techniques that leverage human and machine
intelligence to create data and models that are both predictively accurate and support
an in depth explanation facility.Our approach leverages the cognitive diversity of a
evaluation teams with domain experience and investment experience. Each team,
unique to each startup, participates in an interactive evaluation process where each
member of the team uses available evidence to score the potential for a startup
to produce a return on investment. All startups are then tracked for performance
following scoring and prediction. To date the approach outlined here demonstrates
high predictive accuracy.
Key to the explanatory power of our approach is collecting natural language data
on reasons behind a particular score. All supporting reasons to all scores are
collected and sampled to learn rank and relevance determined by group responses.
Each reason is assigned a relevancy score based structured interactions with the
evaluating team. A typical evaluation will consist of ~200 quantitative data items
and ~10,000 words.
Thematic analysis of the supporting reasons for scores is produced by training an
NLP model to map reasons into a predetermined set of themes typically used in
evaluating investments. Feedback from the evaluating teams and startup founding
teams allow for continuous training of explanation system.We show that an archi-
tecture of interoperable models are highly effective in achieving both accuracy and
explanatory power in investment evaluations.

1 Introduction

Generally, collective intelligence refers to the process by which groups of diverse individuals pool
their knowledge, data and skills to contribute to a prediction or solve a problem. Specifically, we are
interested in utilizing a disciplined collective intelligence approach to a group’s ability to predict the
potential for success of a startup based on a typical set of investment materials. Our approach is based
on the findings that a diverse group of well-informed diverse individuals will outperform individual
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expert predictions [13]. A typical investment evaluation processes for early stage investing is largely
based on individual relationships. Whether the investment is coming from a venture capitalist or
angel investor there is a scarcity of data available other than through direct interactions with the
startup. The time, effort, and quality of data collection and evaluation can have major impact on
investment results. There can be as much as a 6 to 7 times better investment return performance based
on the level of due diligence [20].

In this paper we explore the application of collective intelligence techniques to the data gathering
and evaluation process. Each startup presents their investor packet including but not limited to an
investor deck, pro forma financials, and team information. A group of informed individual (e.g. angel
or institutional) investors review the materials in an asynchronous highly interactive process that runs
over a couple of weeks. First the group (~25 to 30 individuals) reviews the materials and assesses the
company on four broad categories:

1. How compelling is the business opportunity from a market size, product market fit, competi-
tive perspective?

2. How would you rate the team based on the expertise required to execute the strategy?

3. How would you rate the early supporters and investors in terms of their ability to use
connections and expertise to provide assistance to the company?

4. How likely are you personally to invest or strongly recommend this investment to others?

Each of these dimensions is scored on a 1 to 10 scale.

The evaluators are asked to give their reasons for their ratings. In addition, they are asked to review
and rank in priority order of agreement a sample of reasons submitted by other evaluators. Evaluators
do not see others sores prior to submitting their own. Also, evaluators do not know the identity of
other evaluators.

The evaluators are then provided an opportunity to participate in a 60 to 90 minute Q&A session with
the startup team. Evaluators are then asked to recast their votes and reasons as they learn more about
the startup. All aspects of the ratings and interactions are captured for analysis. In the course of an
evaluation we collect approximately 200 quantitative data points and approximately 10,000 words.

As described above, one important feature of our method is its transparency and interpretability.
Recently the problem of opacity in machine learning algorithms has become a large concern, as
automated decision-making processes have increasingly been given sway in real-world settings. In
particular, the black-box nature of many such processes complicates maintenance and obfuscates
erroneous outputs [19]. This has inspired a growing line of work among the research community on
interpretable learning techniques, especially in NLP tasks [9, 10]. The earliest works in this field
concerned the design of post hoc explainer modules, which were layered onto existing models and
sought to generate explanations for the decisions that the models made [18, 6]. Among the early
approaches in the most recent wave of interpretable machine learnign algorithms were those that
sought to design classifiers using submethods deemed inherently interpretable [16], as well as those
that sought to enforce interpretability a priori via specialized feature selection steps [14]. Similar in
inspiration are works that have argued for the inherent interpretability of sparse models, and then
sought to operationalize this in designing interpretable methods [17, 10]. These methods represented
notable steps fowards in this domain, but often lacked rigorous justifications for their notions of
interpretability.

Alternatively, a recent and growing strain of the literature has instead focused on attention-based
models, which rely on an in-built auto-encoder that only encodes critical and interpretable aspects of
the data, thus narrowing the model’s “attention”; such an approach has found use-cases in problems as
varied as natural language processing [2], computer vision [24, 21], and image captioning [8, 22, 23],
and has even been merged with the aforementioned pre-processing techniques to improve flexibility
[15]. In effect, these approaches take advantage of the physical nature of the input data as they seek
to restrict “attention”. Critically, rigorous mathematical definitions of interpretability have been also
proposed and argued for in recent work [1]. While presenting significant gains in empirical results
and theoretical justifications over previous work, these new approaches are often highly data intensive
and possibly inflexible. The data associated with the problem that we are faced with does not easily
fit into many of the frameworks described, and so requires a different approach.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Collective Bayesian Learning

Each evaluator is modelled as a Bayesian learner. That is, we assume they will update their scores
based on evidence. The system is transactional and supports a time series of assessments during the
course of evaluating a particular startup. Evaluators are encouraged to re-score companies based on
new information that surfaces from the interactive evaluation process.

2.2 Relevance Scoring: Learning Points of Agreement From the Evaluators

A key factor in an investment evaluation is to detect signals that imply the group is leaning towards
an “invest” decision or a “pass” decision. To do that we use an algorithm that learns the rank and
relevance of reasons from the evaluators using a Markov sampling process. In general given a group
of N collaborators we define a process that creates a rank ordered list of reasons or ideas using
Markov sampling [12].

In developing the algorithm we have the following objectives:

1. The process must give high ranking to the ideas that are viewed as most important to the
crowd of participants.

2. The process must be repeatable when you run the process with the same problem or question
with the similar set of participants.

3. The process must conserve sample. Specifically the goal is to achieve convergence with the
minimum set of rating events.

The details of the specific sampling and scoring process along with simulations to test conversion
rates are covered elsewhere [7]. The conclusion is that the approach is an accurate way to both collect
and rank order ideas in response to a stimulus.

2.3 The Evaluation Data Set

The context of all data collection is a startup S and a collection of evaluation assets. For each S there
is an evaluation team E = {e1, e2, ..., en} with each evaluator having a set of quantitative scores
s = {s1, s2, ..., sk} and a set of reasons r = {r1, r2, ..., rj}. Each reason includes the following
attributes: text, author, rank, score, supporter list, associated quant score etc. The attribute score:
rscore , is best viewed as the reasons “batting average”. When sampled and viewed how many times
did it “win” in its priority position over other ideas in the sample. Reasons are interpreted as the
drivers behind the quantitative ratings.

The universe of reasons for a score spans all quantitative features measured. Specifically, an evaluator
may decide to offer a reason for a high score in market opportunity that includes text discussing the
team. The universe of reasons is segmented into a set of themes, t = {t1, t2, ..., tl}.
Before going further we show an example from the platform. Each measured feature with have a
distribution based on the scoring pattern. For example: In response to “How likely are you to invest
in S?” we have the distribution shown in Figure ?? .

In addition to the data distribution, the dashboard has the reasons presented in order of their priority
score, rscore as well as its ranking in the universe of reasons. Reasons can be replied to by the startup
permitting a dialog around issues. Evaluators can respond to the reasons and be influenced by the
answers provided by the startup team.

Themes are collections of {r} with Max{rscore} determining tscore.The theme analysis of this
particular startup shows themes touching multiple features within the evaluation. In the example
shown below, we show that the theme “Technical and Research Team” spans the market opportunity,
team assessment and likely to invest. tscore= 75 and there are 12 reasons assigned to this theme.
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Figure 1: Feature Score Distribution

Figure 2: Reasons driving scores
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Figure 3: Funding Momentum Results

3 Analysis of the Data

3.1 Analysis of Numeric Scores

Each startup has a data set generated from evaluation sessions that consist of ~200 quantitative data
items and ~10,000 words. Quantitative scores are evaluated via a logistic regression model that is
trained on investment outcomes. Evaluators are potential investors. A significant portion of the
evaluators actually make investments. Their intent in the evaluation process is to determine if this is a
company where they will make an investment. Specifically, they are evaluating with the expectation
of achieving some form of ROI. Thus we interpret the probability of assignment to the “invest” class
as a probability of an ROI (pROI). Each startup receives a pROI. If that number is solidly in the invest
zone (e.g. pROI > 80%), an investment is made.

3.2 Analysis of the scored text data

In addition to the numerical scores, substantial insights come in the language portion of the answers
which we label as reasons (for the score). As discussed previously in addition to each reason being
associated with a quantitative score, the adaptive learning algorithm assigns a relevancy score to each
reason. Reasons are assigned a theme by the NLP classifier with each theme having a relevancy score.
The theme relevancy score is equal to the reason with the maximum relevancy score in the theme
class. The theme names are taken from a knowledge model based on interviews and research on
what topics investors consider in making an investment decision; this theme list will grow over time.
Some examples of themes are “vision of the company”, “performance of prototype”, “technological
innovation” and others. Because we are collecting both the quant score and qualitative feedback, there
is context for this data. If we plot a distribution of quant scores within each theme, then interesting
patterns start to emerge. Some distributions are normal, others are uniform, others are skewed (left
skewed and right skewed), and others are bi-modal. Thus a theme has a distribution of quantitative
scores that span the features being assessed. Analysis of the underlying score data associated with the
reasons allows us to label themes in terms of representing "confidence in an investment" or "reason
for risk or further discussion."

3.3 Prediction Accuracy

All startups scored on the platform are tracked for funding results after a prediction is made. Early
results are promising as indicated in results figure. The system to date has a greater than ~90%)
accuracy.

4 Context, A Critical Foundation For Explanation

Knowledge-based systems in the first AI wave made transparent the logic of a system through expla-
nation. Explanation provides a powerful tool for guiding a system to semantically meaningful results.
Explicit representation of domain knowledge provides the foundation for generating explanations.
The use of domain knowledge to frame reasoning in classic knowledge-based systems is covered in
an early paper by Fikes and Kehler [11].
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Logic, symbolic pattern recognition, and rule-based reasoning were foundational the first generation
AI systems. These systems were limited by the need to explicitly program the core symbolic reasoning
components. Machine learning and mathematical techniques replaced the labor intensive symbolic
programming requirements with system components that learn from data. Mathematically based
systems are largely black box systems. While black box systems are extremely useful, they lack
in explanatory power. In the same way knowledge representation in the form of frames manages
context and provides a foundation for explanation in symbolic systems, a related technique can be
used to support explanation in machine learning systems. We use Bayesian belief networks as a
way to dynamically create explanations utilizing the scored reasons and themes resulting from each
evaluation process.

Bayesian belief networks are known by names such as causal graphs, causal networks, belief
networks, recursive models, probabilistic networks or permutations of two or three of these
terms [3, 5, 4]. A Bayesian belief network structure is a directed acyclic graph in which
nodes represent domain variables and arcs between nodes represent probabilistic dependencies
[5]. Figure 4 shows an example of a Bayesian belief network taken from the CrowdSmart
prediction platform. It models the following variables: the startup’s pROI (node in green);
the startup’s Features = {feature1, feature2, ..., featurel} (nodes in cyan); the startup’s
Themes = {theme1, theme2, ..., themem} categories (nodes in light blue); and the Reasons =
{reason1, reason2, ..., reasonn} (nodes in grey) behind the Themes. The presence of the arc be-
tween two nodes (featurek and pROI) in the network structure implies that featurek and pROI
are directly dependent, relative to the other nodes. The absence of an arc between two nodes (for
example reasonj and pROI) implies that reasonj and pROI are dependent through themei and
the featurek. The key feature of Bayesian belief networks is their explicit representation of the
conditional independence among events; a Bayesian belief network represents a full joint-probability
space over n event variables in the network, and the joint probability can be computed as the product
of only n probabilities [4]. Therefore, given the CrowdSmart Bayesian belief network structure in
Figure 4, the joint probability of pROI, l Features, m Themes, and n Reasons can be calculated
by:

P (pROI, Features, Themes,Reasons) = P (pROI|feature1, ..., featurel)

·
l∏

k=1

P (featurek|themefeaturek) ·
m∏
i=1

P (themei|reasonthemei) ·
n∏

j=1

P (reasonj)

In the system discussed here we use Bayesian Belief Networks as a way to frame context and support
explanation. For example, at the highest level the frame for analysis and prediction is a startup S. S
is characterized by a set of assets (pitch deck, financials, team). With each startup we have four high
level evaluation frames:

1. Compelling Opportunity (CO) is the context for evaluating product market fit, competition
and other aspects of the market opportunity addressed by the startup.

2. Team Assessment (TA) is the context for evaluating the business, technical and developmen-
tal aspects of the startup team.

3. Investor Assessment (IA) is the context of evaluating the network support for the startup. Do
they have domain and business experts as part of their early supporters and investor group.

4. Likely To Invest (LI) is the context for assessing commitment of financial resources to the
startup. Specifically do you as evaluator believe enough to put skin in the game.

Each contextual frame (CO, TA, IA, LI) is a node in a Bayesian Belief Network. So in its most simple
form the contextual network is shown in Figure 4.

Here we have made the representation very simple. Assessments are discrete, the state of CO is
linked to the startups states (Invest or Pass) by a conditional probability table.
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Figure 4: CrowdSmart Bayesian Belief Network Structure

5 Explanation Models in Financial Predictions

5.1 Explanations as a foundation for trust

In order to facilitate bayesian learning by the evaluators we utilize the relevance scoring of reasons
and themes to surface preliminary results as an evaluation proceeds. Thus an evaluator can see a
summary of key drivers of scores before the evaluation is completed and a pROI is generated. These
preliminary results are shared with the evaluating team and startup team in a recorded interactive
session. By this mechanism we are able to check system explanations and analysis with human
evaluator and startup response to system explanation summaries.

The explanation system supports a mutual learning environment in which startups and evaluators can
learn from each other and work together to create an outcome (e.g. invest or pass based on the pROI)
which has transparent logic. That is the explanation model parallels the numeric outcome of a pROI.

An example result is shown in the attached Figure 6 and Figure 5. The startup has a pROI and an
associated explanation.

5.2 Analysis of Drivers

A theme with a normal distribution around a favorable score (e.g.) 8 is interpreted as a driver to a
score leading to investment. Specifically we could read the result that these reasons are driving higher
scores on market or team assessment. Sentiment analysis provides a parallel and perhaps overlapping
signal to interpret drivers. If a theme has a high sentiment analysis score and the mean theme score
is high as well, we have further evidence supporting interpretation of drivers to an invest or pass
decision. A next level of analysis involves looking at the associated theme distribution characteristics
and creating inferences on driving patterns.

The results show that single properties of the distribution, like mean, mode, variance, or even
sentiment analysis, don’t fully capture the concerns raised in the feedback. However, if every
distribution is seen as a mixture of two separate normal distributions, one part being a risk component
and one part being a reward component, then concerns that experts express in the feedback show in
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Figure 5: Themes analysis

Figure 6: Current investors

the overall pattern of the distributions. Thus, if mean - mode is above a threshold, then that correlates
well with the language and sentiment of the feedback.

While this is a small dataset it indicates consistency and establishes a foundation for exploring drivers
of decision convergence. Now that we can zero in on what the investor concerns are, the startup and
investors can have a discussion around themes. The startup then presents new information to answer
concerns, and evaluators can reevaluate.

6 Summary and Future Work

The model generates predictions based on collective intelligence accompanied by explanations that
are intended to build trust in the predictions. We propose that investment decision can be made based
on machine learning model but supported by trust building explanations. Interoperable, parallel
knowledge models and numeric models are required to accomplish this goal. We have shown that to
date the accuracy of predictions tracks nicely to outcomes. We have also shown that the explanation
facility elucidates the "why" behind the predictions.

We continue to explore parallel interoperable models as data sets of scored companies. We also
continue to track companies as they develop to improve and train our models. In particular, we are
conducting experiments with the knowledge model to infer predictive values for pROI from natural
language analysis alone. Specifically, initial results are promising that our approach serves as a new
type of "sentiment analysis" that can infer pROI probability estimates by running discussions about a
startup through the BBN-based knowledge model.
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